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Subscriptions
2019 will be remembered as the year subscription services grew up. From a flurry 

of acquisitions by big name brands, like Viacom’s purchase of Pluto TV, to major 

partnerships like Walmart and Kidbox, if you don’t have a subscription service 

by now, you’re behind the times. Some put current market size for subscription 

e-commerce at $10 billion and growing, but as with any mature industry, barriers to 

entry are more formidable and customers less forgiving.
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1
Millennials—now the biggest demographic 

segment in the population with annual 

spending power of $600B in the U.S. 

alone—are oriented more towards 

experience and lifestyle than material 

goods, and they value access over 

ownership. They put off getting a driver’s 

license and buying a car, choosing to ride 

share instead.

2
Today’s consumers are looking for 

utmost convenience. Time is a precious 

resource, and—aided by the “Amazon 

effect”—consumers expect ever-increasing 

ease and speed of accessing goods and 

services on their terms. While Amazon 

continues to up the ante for fast delivery 

(offering free 2-hour delivery to select 

Prime members), Amazon also offers an 

increasing array of options for returning 

items, including dropping them off at a 

UPS store without even packaging the 

return or printing a label. 

3
Similarly, consumers are no 

longer delighted and surprised by 

personalization, they expect it. Current 

data privacy debates asides, consumers 

have gotten quite comfortable with 

providing personal data to brands when 

there is clear value in return. 

The driving forces behind the popularity of subscription 
services range from shifting consumer demographics to 
changes in their needs and expectations:
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An old idea with a twist

Subscription services are not a new business model: Consumers have subscribed to 

daily newspapers for decades; paid monthly fees for cable TV; and signed up for gym 

memberships that billed them monthly whether they worked out or not. What’s new 

is that subscription services have spread into all industries—from consumer goods to 

groceries and from apparel to financial services—and adoption is rising.   

Subscription services solve a fundamental problem for big and small brands alike by 

activating a business model that provides predictable revenue from a recurring purchase 

of a product or service. This not only enables brands to grow and scale faster, but also 

provides access to a stream of customer insights. With transactions connected to “known” 

customers—versus anonymous and one-off transactions—brands can build behavioral 

profiles on an individual basis. The robust data allows brands to deeply understand 

consumer behavior and respond to the individual needs behind the behavior by offering 

customization and personalized services that consumers expect and demand. 

Subscription services can be categorized by whether they create value through providing 

replenishment, curation, or access; and through means of delivery, such as a physical 

box, digital media, or access to experiences. In each instance, the service ultimately 

delivers digital utility to the consumer by offering convenience, community, connection, 

or exclusivity—all key to building behavioral loyalty. Because subscription services are no 

longer novel, customer engagement will be the differentiator for leading brands.

Lenati defines digital 
utility as digital 
features that heighten 
convenience in the 
customer experience. 
Digital utility features 
can reduce friction in 
the customer journey, 
increase speed to 
service, enhance 
member engagement, 
streamline 
convenience, or 
eliminate customer 
pain-points. 

 
Krista Gunstone 
Head of Retail—Lenati 
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The challenge

Subscription services have become 

highly competitive, with companies using 

aggressive acquisition tactics, incentivizing 

new customers through free trials or 

deeply discounted initial service offerings.

Often, customers aren’t willing to pay 

full price after that initial period because 

they don’t feel they are getting enough 

value out of the service, so they switch to 

another service luring them with a deal or 

swear off subscription services altogether. 

Retaining customers is a huge challenge 

for subscription service providers, and 

constantly filling the top of the funnel 

makes the cost of acquisition very high. 

And consumer expectations are high 

as well. Beyond price, customers want 

value for their money, and one reason 

they are drawn to subscription services 

is the promise of continuous value 

delivery and tailored and personalized 

experiences. But subscription businesses 

tend to focus primarily or exclusively on 

the moments of acquisition and renewal, 

at the cost of ignoring the rest of the 

customer journey and the need to deliver 

value throughout. Whether a business 

has an existing subscription service or is 

contemplating adding the model, having a 

digital engagement strategy is vital to the 

program’s success. Without one, you will 

churn customers faster than you gain them. Keeping customers 
has grown ever more 
challenging as nearly 
40% of subscribers of 
any type of service 
cancel their services.

Subscription businesses 
tend to focus on the 
moments of acquisition 
and renewal, at the cost 
of ignoring the rest of 
the customer journey 
and the need to deliver 
value throughout.

 
Mark Thompson 
CEO—The New York Times 
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As The New York Times has grown to 4 million subscribers, they have become less 

advertising-reliant and more consumer revenue funded. Fueling this evolution is the 

recognition that they need to think and behave more like a consumer company and 

invest in engaging and retaining their customers, both through the product (from 

spending more resources on investigative journalism to expanding podcasts) and 

through digital and mobile marketing tactics. Retention may be more costly than 

acquisition in the short term, but if brands improve retention by improving the product, 

they can decrease the cost of acquisition in the long term. 

Many companies do quite well with acquisition. Plenty of brands have a great product and 

creative awareness marketing to draw in users. Yet every subscription service business 

struggles with retention. It’s more than just understanding the churn rate—it’s understanding 

where a customer stops realizing new value in the service and therefore loses the deep 

brand connection the top-of-funnel marketing team worked so hard to build. 

Value 
realized

Brand 
connection

Loyalty based on
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Successful brands see past the acquisition rate; they are intentional about building 

a long-term engagement strategy and activating an engagement flywheel—both 

digitally and offline—to maintain their customer base. The flywheel expands to a 

point where customers not only love the product for the service it provides—but 

they love the brand for the connection and experience it brings into their life.  

ACTIVE USE

V
ALU E  R E A L I Z ATIO

N

CUSTOMERS

DATA &  L E A R N I N G

EN G A G E M E N T L E V E RS

The Nike Ecosystem

Lenati worked with Nike to deliver 

a unified, cross-channel customer 

engagement program. A customer 

moves from simple product usage to 

brand engagement by becoming a 

Nike+ member and then experiencing 

the added value of Nike apps, in-store 

services, and sport-related clubs and 

events. Over time, the customer grows 

more connected to the Nike+ ecosystem 

as he or she leverages more of its 

offerings in order to gain knowledge 

of skills, styles, sports, training, and 

technical products.
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Cancellations are coming. Almost a third 

of Americans have memberships or 

subscriptions they pay for but haven’t used 

in the past year. What does that mean for 

the future of subscription services? All 

it takes to lose a good chunk of existing 

customers is the inevitable realization 

that they’ve been paying for nothing. 

Companies should never wait until the 

moment of cancellation to  

(re)affirm their value proposition; instead 

they need a game plan to maintain their 

value proposition after the novelty of the 

initial product or service wears off.

In the following sections, we lay out the 

importance of balancing acquisition 

and retention spend, how to experiment 

with different retention strategies, and 

overcoming roadblocks in designing a new 

engagement strategy. 

If you’re churning 30 
percent a year, you 
have to acquire 30 
percent just to maintain 
the same level. If you 
can cut that in half, 
filling from the top 
becomes more growth.

 
Meredith Kopit Levien 
COO—The New York Times
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Why Customer Lifetime Value (CLV) Is the Heartbeat 
of Subscription Services 

CLV assesses how much a customer is truly worth to your service, and CAC tells you how 

much it costs to be able to call them a customer. Too often, this balance is out of whack.

A common question with subscription services is “If my CLV is higher than my CAC—should 

I be spending all that difference back into acquisition?” The answer to that is a firm NO. 

If businesses wish to churn away all the would-be loyal customers—then spend away. 

However, the best services know the healthy relationship between CAC and CLV. 

DRIVES DOWN COST
Viral Effects 
Free Trials 

Partnerships 
Inbound Marketing 

Word-of-mouth

Customer Acquisition Cost Customer Lifetime Value

DRIVES DOWN VALUE 
No Brand Connection 

High Churn Rates 
Low Barrier to Switch 

Low Customer Satisfaction

DRIVES UP COST
Outbound Marketing 

Cost-per-install Campaigns 
Poor on-boarding Experience

DRIVES UP VALUE
Recurring Revenue 
Cross Sell Features 
Enhanced Products
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It’s important for companies to keep in 

mind that lifetime value includes both 

tangible profit value and the intangible 

value a customer contributes to the health 

of your business throughout the lifecycle, 

e.g. by being an advocate.

At the beginning of any subscription 

service, the CAC will almost always be 

higher than the CLV. Companies need 

time to build up a significant user base to 

offset the costs of acquiring them. In April 

2019, Disney CEO Bob Iger announced 

the company’s plan to take on Netflix 

with Disney+ by saying, “We are all in. We 

believe that is the best way for this to 

succeed.” He continued by providing the 

bullish numbers Disney is projecting for the 

service: between 60 and 90 million global 

subscribers by 2024—the year Disney 

expects it to be profitable. 

Disney isn’t expecting Disney+ to be 

profitable for five years—meaning their 

CAC will greatly outweigh the CLV at the 

beginning. However, as customers reveal 

what they do and don’t like over time, 

brands can learn what features keep 

their customers coming back. Disney is 

certainly up for the challenge. 

Once a brand develops a core user-

base, the marketing and product teams 

will need to shift their mindset from 

providing immediate value upfront to 

new subscribers—to providing consistent, 

expectation-exceeding value over time. 

Think of Spotify, which at its core is a 

digital music library and player, though 

what truly differentiates the product 

and creates fierce loyalty amongst its 

customers is the set of personalized 

playlists Spotify creates. 
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Companies must invest in continuous customer 
engagement and value delivery to counter 
customers’ susceptibility to switch or cancel at 
renewal time.

A focus on CLV necessitates an intellectual shift in how companies treat their customers. 

There is an equal tradeoff between the value of the customer to the business, and the 

value the business provides to the customer.

Value creation and customer engagement happen both inside the core product and 

outside the product through ancillary services and digital marketing. Within the product, 

brands can experiment with “nudges”. Product nudges are messaging, product features 

or guided behavior that result in deeper engagement with the product or service. More 

than just a push notification or free additional item—these nudges are built specifically to 

add value where a user might not have expected it. 
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Here are a few ways in which leading brands drive incremental product usage and create long-term brand relationships.

Product features

Spotify’s Discover Weekly—drives 

deeper product usage by solving 

the challenge of finding new music 

in a highly personalized fashion—not 

only saving consumers time but also 

creating value through unexpected 

discoveries. As customers listen to 

these playlists and indicate their 

preferences by skipping some songs 

and repeating others, the engagement 

flywheel kicks into full gear and Spotify 

can personalize the service even 

better over time—creating stickiness 

and a significant churn barrier.   

Additional Services

Stitchfix leverages Pinterest 
to cultivate community with 
customers showcasing outfits they 
put together from Stitchfix items. 
The “Your Stitch Fix Outfits” board 
is more active than the ones by 
Stitchfix stylists. Customers benefit 
from seeing how peers are styling 
fixes, drawing inspiration from 
the community of users. Stitchfix 
benefits as the customer stylings 
yield valuable data for improving 
their algorithms, identifying trends, 
and enhancing Stylists’ capabilities, 
all the while fostering a sense of 
belonging for the customer.

Personalization

Netflix uses massive amounts 
of behavioral data to create 
personalized recommendations, 
influencing 80% of the content 
customers stream. Powerful 
algorithms go beyond personalizing 
the genres and titles that are 
recommended: customers even see 
different artwork for the same titles 
depending on inferred preferences. 
Netflix advances images that 
are fine-tuned to the viewer, for 
example, if you have a predilection 
for Tom Hanks, his face will appear in 
thumbnails for his movies.
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Designing for value—  
not sign-ups 

Brands that provide customers with 

the best experience throughout the 

subscription lifecycle can expect to 

increase customer satisfaction, improve 

sales and retain users.  There is a path 

forward for brands willing to take the steps 

needed to build customer engagement 

throughout the post-enrollment journey.

The key to customer engagement is 

designing the right experience at the 

right time in the lifecycle based on the 

customer’s engagement level. 

After enrollment, especially for customers 

exhibiting low levels of engagement, 

focusing the engagement strategy on 

unlocking value for those customers is 

key. As customers become more engaged 

with the product, the strategy focuses on 

deepening the brand connection with the 

customer. 

But not every customer comes to your 

service with the same needs and desires. 

“Forgotten”
Subscriber

Download
App

Subscribe

Subscribe Create
Account

Infrequent
Content  

Consumption

Download
App

Monthly  
User

Subscribe Customize
Settings

Consume
Content

Consume
Personalized

Content

Daily 
Interaction

Download
App

Daily User

Inform Engagement Strategy  
& Next Best Touchoint

Powered by Big Data  
& Advanced Analytics

Identified & Collected Data-points
Observed  
Customer  

Profiles

Medium  
Engagement  

Score

Predictable  
CLV

High Churn  
Risk
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Personalized nudges based on a consumer’s path lead to increased actual and perceived 

value and build a stronger brand connection. Using engagement tactics like introducing 

personally curated content or recommending a product add-on that fits the consumer’s 

shopping behaviors, are great ways to leverage nudges. This approach humanizes the brand 

and allows customers more choices and control over their experience.

Rather than assume what your customer wants, subscription services need to have a two-

way conversation with the customer where both provide and receive value, enhancing the 

customer experience and the brand at the same time. While the brand gets rich data, the 

customer gets a more personalized and robust in-product experience. 

Vans Family

Lenati helped design and build Vans Family, an interactive and intuitive loyalty 

program designed to recognize, reward, and celebrate Vans fans for who they 

are and what they like to do. We built engagement features into the mobile app 

including poll questions, photo sharing and customer storytelling, all gamified with 

the opportunity for customers to earn points. The program is designed to facilitate 

two-way conversations with consumers allowing for tailored experiences, unique 

products and services, and personalized brand interactions.
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“Declared data” is an excellent way to gather this input. Declared data is information 

willingly and actively given by consumers, including their motivations, intentions, 

interests and preferences. 

There are numerous ways to gather declared data: during customer onboarding, 

saving a playlist, setting favorites, noticeable activity in a certain section or even 

through email surveys. Gone are the days of bucketing customers into one of three 

segments: personalization nudges customers across the omni-channel experience, 

affording true one-to-one relationships with the customer. 

Each customer needs different engagement tactics and unique nudges based on 

their path. Customer behaviors across features and touchpoints determine the tactics 

that will drive engagement.  

It’s crucial to understand customer behaviors and how to optimize CLV through a 

deep understanding of their different pathing and how they use the product features. 

This will yield opportunities throughout the journey to serve up the experience and 

drive incremental engagement.
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In product vs out of product nudges

This process doesn’t happen overnight. It took Spotify years to perfect their algorithm—and 

the recommendation engine will still add songs to your playlist you don’t love. Companies that 

succeed here pay ruthless attention to two key areas: customer experience or behavior within 

the product AND value provided outside the product.

In Product Nudges

• Personalized features designed specifically for   

  customers (Diet-based food options—Blue Apron,  

  Recommended Shows—Netflix) 

• Expanded Product options (Hulu offering live sports,  

  Spotify acquiring Gimlet Media for podcasts)

• Exclusivity (Tinder-Gold, the paid option, was the  

  Apple App Store’s top grossing app when released)

Out of Product Nudges 

• Omni-channel engagement opportunities (New  
  York Times Daily Podcast is regularly #1 across  
  the charts)

• Partnerships with other brands. (Walmart and  
  Kidbox teaming up to offer a box subscription  
  service for children’s clothes, enabling in-store  
  returns and a 1:1 giving model) 

• Marketing and social media (#ProjectBodyHair  
  social campaign by Billie that promoted real  
  bodies and their subscription razor service)   
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In product nudges are the little moments that exceed expectations—the times 

when a customer’s face lights up when seeing something they are surprised 

by. Like the first time you order something new at a restaurant and having it be 

better than you thought – in product nudges deliver superior value where a 

customer had a pre-conceived notion of what their experience would be like. 

One example of this is when you absolutely need a product tomorrow, and 

you see Amazon has free one-day shipping for Prime members. Somehow 

they exceed expectations to get you that item quicker than you thought which 

reinforces why you pay for Prime in the first place. In-product nudges lead to 

increased value realization. 

Out of product nudges are generally driven by the marketing and sales teams. 

These features provide additional avenues to create a connection with the 

brand not found in the traditional app or experience. Take The New York Times 

Daily podcast there are probably tens of thousands of listeners who love the 

podcast but don’t subscribe to the Times. However, the relationship between 

the NY Times and that consumer deepens every time they tune in. Out of 

product nudges emphasize the value of a product in an indirect way and 

develop a deep brand connection. 

To raise retention for subscription services, both the in product and out of 

product nudges are vital. Without them, brands might suffer from high traffic—

but few paying subscribers. Or worse,customers who sign up, but quickly cancel 

because they didn’t increase their perception of the service’s value. 

In either scenario, brands suffer from an engagement issue. In product and out 

of product nudges are forms of digital engagement. To maintain happy users 

who don’t churn, you must first identify the roadblocks to a successful digital 

engagement strategy. 

Adobe engagement

Lenati worked with Adobe to develop 

a customer engagement program 

that turns users into “super users.” 

Each creative professional who uses 

Creative Cloud experiences a seamless 

introduction to the software through 

interactive onboarding features and 

personalized digital content. This 

approach inspires users to engage early 

on, and become more active users of the 

program over time. 

Ultimately, Adobe invites select super 

users into an advocacy program and 

empowers them to become leaders 

in their professional community. 

Throughout this process, Adobe helps 

users realize increasing value from the 

suite of SaaS products so that they 

continue renewing, invest in other Adobe 

products and services, and ultimately 

begin referring and teaching other users.
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Digital Engagement Roadblocks

Executing a customer journey is easier said than done. Whether you work at a young 

and nimble digitally native business or a brand with a long legacy in serving customers, 

adapting to this mindset and business strategy will present multiple hurdles. Lenati 

often helps clients navigate three common roadblocks when pursuing a Digital 

Engagement transformation. 

Common Roadblocks 

1. Lack of capabilities for mining, structuring, 
connecting & acting on behavioral data 

Every day our clients encounter conflicting statistics about data informing modern 

marketing. Even the most iconic brands struggle with mining, structuring, connecting 

and acting on the right data at the right moment in the customer journey.

Collecting and applying customer data remains a top priority for brands—yet the 

biggest challenge facing marketers today. Omnichannel loyalty program technology 

provides brands with the ability to capture customer data across all touch points 

through segmentation and machine learning.

Collecting and 
applying customer 
data remains a top 
priority for brands—yet 
the biggest challenge 
facing marketers today. 
Omnichannel loyalty 
program technology 
provides brands with 
the ability to capture 
customer data across 
all touch points through 
segmentation and 
machine learning.
Emily Rudin 
Chief Customer Officer 
CrowdTwist 
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2. Absence of dynamic product infrastructure

Any fundamental product change can be a slow and involved process—even at nimble 

start-ups but even more so at complex legacy brands. Many companies don’t have a 

dynamic product infrastructure, or more simply stated, they cannot quickly and easily 

add tactics to their customers digital journey. For instance, a retailer with a significant 

brick-and-mortar footprint, a growing eCommerce business and a wholesale offering 

may have a hard time connecting these different channels. Unless the customer provides 

an email address or phone number when checking out or swipes a rewards card, it is 

challenging to connect transactions and interactions across in-store and digital channels 

and to build a 360 degree view of the customer. And even if the customer provides 

identifying information, uniting data from a CRM database and at POS consistently poses 

a challenge for brands. 

3. Lack of buy-in and organizational alignment 

Lack of buy-in and organizational alignment across all groups responsible for customer 

touchpoints creates a significant hurdle. Marketing, Digital and Media teams are often 

jointly responsible for the customer experience. These teams also need to influence 

other teams that make these tactics happen, like Product and Engineering. The central 

strategy requires cross organizational buy-in and alignment—this means implementing 

advanced Digital Engagement goes well beyond one team.
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These roadblocks can be overcome—and generally that starts with data. Even with a 

dynamic product infrastructure in place and organizational buy-in secured, brands cannot 

effectively engage customers and create personalized experiences without data—from 

customer profiles and behavioral data to customer satisfaction data. 

Segment #1

Segment #2

Segment #3

Segment #4

Segment #5

Feature 1 Feature 2 Feature 3

Engagement 
level 1

Engagement 
level 2

Engagement 
level 3

Engagement 
level 4

Engagement 
level 5 T
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Building a digital engagement strategy

Building an advanced digital engagement strategy may seem like an overwhelming initiative but starting with a 

thoughtful approach will pay dividends throughout development. The following recommended approach has proven 

successful throughout our work with clients across industries. 

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Define the Vison Profile Your 
Customers

Build the Data 
Product

Design the 
Experience
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Step 1 
Define the Vision  
Begin with reimagining the company’s 
vision for the future to develop a 
customer journey. This will lay the 
foundation for the type of engagement 
that needs to be built to enable future 
customer experiences that bring the 
vision to life. 

The New York Times wants to pull in 
readers every day to be the first trusted 
news source in the morning and the last 
in the evening, always keeping readers 
up to date. With that vision, they provide 
readers with omni-channel access to the 
latest news and develop creative ways 
to deliver content across multiple online 
mediums such as video, podcasts, and 
interactive media. 

Step 2  
Profile Your Customers   
Begin segmenting customers based on 
attitudinal and behavioral dimensions into 
rough buckets and exploring their needs at a 
deeper level. These needs will inform what 
digital engagement experiences should be 
built and and will ultimately enable one-to-
one relationships. 

Vans uses polls and quizzes in their app 
to understand not only which products 
customers like, but what drives their 
preferences—really getting into lifestyle 
and deep individual motivations. Stich Fix 
leverages the expertise of personal stylists 
combined with data insights and artificial 
intelligence to analyze style trends and 
customer feedback, providing human stylists 
with a focused set of potential products 
for customers. Both of these brands give 
customers personalized recommendations 
that fit their lifestyle and budget. 
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Step 3 
Build the Data Product 
Determine how to collect, connect & enable 
the data needed to bring the engagement 
strategy to life. Every tactic or nudge 
developed should have the broader data 
strategy in mind and be actionable for the 
data model to build or purchase. 

Netflix collects large amounts of data that is 
funneled back into relevant content creation 
and recommendations. By setting up an 
integrated marketing technology stack 
Netflix is able to and identify trends, like 
how much content a user needs to watch 
monthly to not cancel their subscription or 
scaling marketing efforts for the 700 original 
series that launched in 2018. 

Implement, then Test & Learn: Measure, optimize and scale in a continuous test & learn 
cycle. This data model will ultimately re-inform a digital engagement strategy and allow 
measurement, optimization, and ultimately continuously inform future iterations of a 
company’s digital engagement strategy.

Step 4 
Design the Experience 
Experience Design is where brands influence 
customer behavior within and outside the 
product, through thoughtful levers & nudges 
that increase customer engagement and 
deepen the brand connection.

Spotify designs experiences like Wrapped, 
the personalized end-of-year playlist using 
a ton of listening data. Their audience of 140 
million listeners stream throughout the day, 
across devices, so Spotify is able to capture 
a real understanding of who their listeners 
are, how they stream, and what context 
they’re in. That streaming intelligence 
enables them to create hyper-personalized 
experience for listeners, like Release Radar 
or Your Time Capsule. 

Measuring 
Customer 
Engagement
Lenati worked with XBOX to craft an 
approach to measuring engagement. 
These metrics allowed the team to 
manage subscription services more 
effectively, which ultimately increased 
profitability and reduced customer 
churn. By following engagement 
indicators throughout the customer 
lifecycle and tracking churn and 
velocity, XBOX was able to better 
break down the drivers of business 
performance. The team also redefined 
churn to better comprehend the 
factors that lead to subscription lapses 
and to winning back customers. 
Ultimately, XBOX was able to track 
profitability drivers down to the 
individual user level.

Lenati has helped clients succeed by 
bringing together a strategy and the 
right toolset for creating a seamless 
relationship between the customer 
and product empowered by the 
flexibility of data and content. 
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Conclusion

It all sounds so easy, right? Whether you are trying to determine if a 
subscription service is right for your brand, or looking to optimize the one 
you have, we hope you’ve taken away some tangible insights that can 
help you on the journey. At the end of the day, these services require rapid 
iteration and many business capabilities need to be tapped into. Where 
we’ve seen success with clients is buy-in at all levels—and a commitment to 
exceeding customer expectations, not just with occasional giveaways, but 
with each product experience meeting and surpassing customer needs. 

See the roster of companies we’ve worked with in the past:  
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Antje Helfrich 
senior manager

ahelfrich@Lenati.com

Nate Waters
consultant 

nwaters@lenati.com

Lenati 
Many of the world’s most valuable brands and retailers engage Lenati to help them acquire, grow & retain customers. Our 

expertise is aligned to achieving a stronger customer connection. Lenati, the strategy and design division of ProKarma, works on critical 

initiatives that transform marketing and the customer relationship. 

We are recognized by industry analysts as a leader in loyalty and retention. From individual programs to holistic brand strategies, we 

help you build your approach to fostering behavioral and emotional loyalty and drive deeper engagement with your customers. We 

work hand in hand with our clients to implement market leading advanced marketing practices including CRM, personalization and 

membership and rewards programs.

ProKarma is a global digital services company that helps organizations build the vision and the tools to run the future. With expertise 

in strategy, technology and operations, ProKarma delivers design-engineered solutions that accelerate growth for the world’s largest 

companies. Its team of more than 3,500 experts has been delivering experiential competitive advantages since 2004.

Nate Waters is a Consultant at Lenati with a background in product management, 

building apps, and creating programs to drive customer engagement. He has worked 

across a variety of companies including Sports Illustrated, Microsoft, the PGA, SC 

Johnson and more. Nate enjoys finding ways to understand the voice of the customer, 

tying in data, and building new products.

Antje Helfrich is a Senior Manager at Lenati and brings over 20 years of experience 

developing B2B and B2C customer-centric marketing strategies. She has led 

successful initiatives with well-known brands including Starbucks, Microsoft, T-Mobile, 

SAP, AT&T, DSW, Vans, AirBnB, Philips and more. Antje is passionate about the 

intersection across business, customer, and marketing technologies. As a leader in 

Lenati’s Customer Experience Practice, she helps clients create meaningful customer 

experience programs that drive loyalty and generate business growth. 

Contact us today to learn more about how we’ve helped companies transform the customer experience and generate business results.  

loyalty@lenati.com
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References

CrowdTwist’s customer loyalty platform enables brands to unlock unique insights and 

incremental value through omnichannel engagement. Our flexible SaaS solution leverages 

AI technology and predictive analytics to deepen brand-customer relationships and build 

emotional bonds. Forrester recognized CrowdTwist as a Leader in “The Forrester Wave™: 

Loyalty Technology Platforms, Q2 2019”.
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